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ABSTRACT. Various methods of* ovaluHtin| the 12 bi-hourly values i‘0 (|uirc*d lor 
a study o f the daily variation of cosmic ray iutoiisi^ uro discussed. Kstimates arc oblaiiicd 
o f the distortions produced in the genuine daily \ariation due to sIoik*, ( UJ*vatun‘ and shojf - 
torm effects of the world-wide ductuaf>iotis in isotropic cosmic ray intensity. A  mi'thod for 
(!OiTO<jting foi* such effects is suggested and oxamiued ta’itically.
I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
The daily variation of eosmiit ray intensity is a very imjiorlant tool I’oi* the 
study of anisotropy of eosmie. rays. Daily variation is usually studied hy exaini- 
niiig tlie form of the daily curve as a whole or hy resolving the same into its KouriiM’ 
<'omponenis. It (‘an Ih^ sludmd for individual days, if the statistical accuracy 
of the data is good tmough. or for averages over groujis of days, For data having 
large statistical errors on individual days, histograms ol‘ harmonic- coiujuments 
obtained for indivklual days could still lead to useful lumclusions.
However, while studying the daily variation of cosmic ray intensity. 
allow'anc(‘s are to be made for the effects due to world-wide change's of the iso­
tropic cosmic ray intensity as thcscj arc likely to distort \hv> ti'uc form of a genuine 
local-time daily variation. Wlicivas ilie possibility of such distortions is rccog- 
nisiHl by w o^rkers in this field, some of tlit recently jiublishcd i‘esults s(H‘in to 
indicate that the extent of these distortions is not fully appreciated. The pur­
pose of the present communication is to estimate the magnitude of such distor­
tions under various eondithms and for various aspects of study of the daily varia­
tion.
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II. ME T HODS  O V  STUDY OK DAI LY VARI AT I ON
The basic recpureinent for a study of the daily variation is the evaluation 
of hourly or bi-hourly percent deviations from mean. Since most of tlu^  Avorkers 
use bi-hourly deviations, we Avill lienceforth cousidei* only theses Percent bi- 
hourly deviations arc usually obtained by the Ibllowing methods :—
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Metho(i A : Evaluating the aritlimetic mean of 12 siu-cossive bi-hourly valuer 
and expressing each bi-hourly value as percent deviation from 
this jiieau.
Method B : Applying correction for the linear gradients of cosmic ray inten­
sity by subtracting the 0 hour value of one day from the 0 hour 
value of the next day. The difference so obtaiuerl is expressed 
as per(‘entage of the day’s mean. I f this percentage value is desig-
natetl as d, one subtracts the factor from the 7^ th bi-
hourly deviation obtained by method A above.
Method (' : Apf)lying correction for the linear gradients by evaluating moving 
averages of 12 successive bi-hourly values and subtracting these 
from the t>riginal bi-hourly values. 8ince a mean of 12 successive 
values has an hour of (^entering not (H)ineident with any bi-hourly 
value but lying half-way between two bi-hourly values, two altej- 
natives are usually adopted :
(i) Moving averages of 12 bi-hourly values are further subjected 
to inoving averages over 2 consecutive values so that the iiew 
means so obtained have centering c;oincident with the original 
bi-hourly intervals.
(ii) Moving averages are calculated for 111 successive bi-hourly 
values instead of 12 sucessive values so that the centering 
is the hkime as lor original bi-hourJy values.
In ]>rineiple, procedure (ii) is less rigorous; because* moving averages over J3 
consecutive l)i-hourly values leave some residual daily variation in the means. 
In practice*, both methods give almost similar n s^idt-s.
Fig. 1 is an illustration of the three methods and the daily variations ob­
tained by using them for a sample bi-hourly data for the neutron monitor at 
Sulphur Mountain for September 21—25, 1957, when the cosmic ray intensity 
undergoes a depression of about 10% in 2 days and then recovers to almost- its 
original values in the next 2 days. The dotted line at the top (Curve X) is the 
plot of original bi-hourly values \s Idle the full curve Y sui)erinij)osed on it is the 
plot of moving averages over 12 consecutive bi-hourly values. Curves A, B, C 
show the daily variations obtained by methods A, B and C respectively.
The following eharaedcristics will be noticed from Fig. 1 :
(a) Tlie daily variation obtained by method A is not corrected for linear 
gradients of the cosmic ray intensity' and hence bi-hourly percent devia­
tions for the 1st day (September 22, 1957) are positive for the first half 
of the day and negative for the latter half, croatmg a false impression 
of an early morning maximum of the daih' variation. For the second
(lay, tho daily variatiou is eliarac.tcTisc'd by a iniuiniinn v^hi(•b is (’oiiioi- 
(leiit with tho poiut o f iuflectiou in th(' gcuoral trt'iid of iutiMisity change. 
On the third day, iho pattern is reverse to lhat of first day, creating 
a false impression of afternoon maximum.
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Pij?. I. Bi-hourly values and daily variation for nouiron inioriKity at, Sulphur Mountain for 
September 21-26, 1957.
(b) The daily variation obtained by method B is comparatively free from 
effects due to gradients on the 1st and ;ird day. Bowever, for the 2nd 
day, the correction factor has been almost zero as tin* cosmic ray 
intensity has gone down and recovered again and the 0 hour values at 
the beginning of the second and third day are almost the same. Hence 
the daily variation on the second day is the same as the daily varia­
tion for second day obtained by method A,
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(<*) The daily variation obtained by method (. is less affected by effects 
due to gradients as compared to the daily variations obtained by raethcxls 
A aufl B.
tri. ( ‘ O M P A R I S O K  OF M B T F I O D S  A A N D  C  F O R  T H E
S T U D Y  OF V A R I O U S  A S P E C T S  OF D A I L Y  
V A R I A T I O N
As seen in the previous section, the daily variation obtained by method A 
is subject to distortions due to gradiojits in cosmic ray intensity. If method B 
is employed, these effects are reduced to some extent but not fully, because the 
gradient is evaluated only from two bi-hourly values. In method (\ the gradient 
is estimat(ul at every bi-hourly interval by averaging J2 consecutive bi-hourJy 
values around the bi-hourly interval under consideration. Method C is, there­
fore, superior to methods A and B. Since methods A and C are at the two ex­
tremes and method B has intermediate characteristics, we will (consider only 
methods A and C aiul estimate the order of magnitude of distortions involved 
when linear gradients are neglected in various types of analysis,
(1) Sfudt/ of daily variaiinn nv>eritqed over a group day.^
The eltect of the gradiciits is to introdiute extra contributions in the 
bi-hourly percent deviations. Larger the gradients, large]' will be the 
distortions. However, gradients are both positive and negative. 
Hence tor averages over a group of days, it is expected that effects 
due to gradient of opposite signs will cancel each other to some extent. 
The cancellation w ill be more effective foF* largcn* grou}>s of days. Fig. 2 
show's the average daily variation curves for the neutron monitor 
at Climax obtained by methods A and C for a 20-day interval and a 
6-month interval. It will be seen that whereas for the 20-day interval 
the poak-to-peak amplitudes are l..i%  and l.:i%  for methods A and 0 
respectively, the amplitudes are almost equal for the 6-monthly period. 
It should be noted that the amplitiules obtained by method A need not 
necessarily be larger. Distortions due to gradients will enhance or 
reduce the amplitudes depending upon w'hether the phase of the extra 
contribution is similar or opposite to the })hase of tlie genuine variation.
(2) SHudy of the frequency duiribuiionH of the ampUtudef^  and time of maxima 
of the diurnal and the semi-diurnal components of the daily variation.
A useful way of studying the daily variation is by resolving the 12 
bi-hourly percent deviations into Fourier (harmonic) components for 
every day and studying the fi*equency distributions of the amplitudes 
and time of maxima. However, stich frequency distributions will 
suffer distortions if the genera] level of cosmic ray intensity is increasing
or decreasing with constaul. gra<lieuts. The effects o f liiu'ar gradieust- 
can he estimated hy subjecting to harmonic analysis idealised hi-hourly 
deviations giving sti aight line plots. Table I below gives aueh.estimatos 
for the amplitudes and time of maxima of the 1st and 2nd harmonies 
for positive and negative linear gradients of 1.0'^ !-;, over 24 hcmrs.
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Fig. 2. Average daily variation for nontron intenBity at Climax for a 20-day and a (i-inontli 
period.
TABLE 1
Linear inoroaBo of 1.0%/24 
hours.
Linear decrease of 1.0%/24 
hours.
Am}>litiKlo
rt
Time f>f mux. Am)>lilii(l('
01 r-2
Time of mnx.
02
0.32% TT i 75'' 0.17%, TT 1 00"
0.32% 75" 0.17%, 60"
In p7*actioe, these vectors will ho suporini]>osod nxuui tlio genuine (Ihiriial 
and aemi-dinrnal vetdors.
To sec how these distortions oeeur in actual data, the lii-homly values 
of neutron intensity at (Climax were treated hy methods A and C and 
harmonically analysed for individual days tor a 12 month ptu'iod. Fig. 3 
shows the frequency distributions for the amxditiides (r, and r^ ) and 
the time o f maxima and ^2) second harmonics res­
pectively obtained by methods A and 0. It will he note^l that the 
amplitudes of the first harmonic extend to larger values in method A. 
Also the frequency distribution of the time of maximum <f>y of the first 
harmonic has a larger spread in method A.
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Fiff. 15. Frequonoy difttributioiiB for tho Htnplitudos (rx and r:;) and timefl of maxima and 
0a) for the first and sooond harmonica for Climax nonfroriB.
(4)
H (* la tion f^ liip  h f ' tw p fn  rkn li/  v a r i a f i o n  a r td  d a i l y  w e a n  i n t e n s i t y .
For studying a relationship of this type, it is idwious that method 
A is not. suitatde; bec^ause the daily variation is already distorted by 
gradients in daily mean intensity to the extent indieated in Table T.
Solar and Terrestrial rflationjiJnps of daily variation
Ft is well known that the daily mean intensity of (Munie rays is related 
to geomagneti(^ disturbances as well as some solar phenomena. If, 
therefore, the daily variation of cosmic rays is studied by method A, 
all such relationships will affect the characteristics of the daily varia­
tion also. Therefore, for this type of analysis, method A is not suitable.
(r>) Study of individual hi-hourly deviations
As can he seen from Fig. 1, the individual bi-hourly deviations ob­
tained by method A can be greatly distorted by the general trend in the 
daily mean intensity. Hence, method A is not suitable for this type 
of study.
It may be concluded, therefore, that except for periods when the fluctuations 
in the daily mean intensity are small compared to the expected amplitudes of
daily variations or except v\'heu daily variations averaged ovc'r long periods are 
under consideration, the use of method A is undesirable for a study of the daily 
variation, as it is distorted by what may be termed as "Slojie offeets". Methoil 
Ji is better than method A but has its liinitati<(us as already referred to above. 
Metliod C is more rigorous and lias a smaller l*oi,s.son standard ei’ror and lienee 
is preferable to methods A and B for most puiposes.
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IV. A OK I T I  CAL A P P K A I S A L  OK MKT HOD ('
It was shown in the jirevious section that amongst the three methods for 
obtaining the bi-hourly percent deviations from mean, method is the best. 
However, it is necessary to (‘xamine whether method is completely fr<>i> from 
effects due to gradients.
The bi-houiiy cosmic ray intensity I'{t) observed at V.T.(t) may be expressed
as
m  -  m ) / ( '/ ’. /)
--= /(0-r^ r« sin l«(^l 'i!') \ (I)
where 7(t) is the isotropic level of world-wide cosmic ray intensity and / ( / , / )  is 
the daily variation, which can be re.solved into Fourier components. .Since all 
harmonies of periodicities of 24 hours or tractions thereol, reduce to zero when 
averages over 24 hours arc taken, averages of l'(t) over 12 successive bi-hourly 
values will be equal to similar averages of I[l). In method (\ it is assumed that 
such averages of I\i) values for 12 suee.ssive bi-hourly intervals are good estimates 
of the instantaneous values o f  I ( t )  for the middle of the interval. .Such an assuiii])- 
tion is valid only whim 1{1) changes occur w ith constant gradients. II the gradii-nts 
(i.e. slopes) change, distortions will be jiroduccd which will be roughly ])iopor- 
tional to the second derivative d-Jjdl- of the (/ vs. I) plot. 11 is obvious, there­
fore, that method C will give incorrect results during periods when the gradicJits 
dljdt undergo large changes.
The distortiojis produced due to changes in gradients can be broadl\’ classi- 
lied into 2 tyiies:
(i) Long-term changes of world-wide cosmic ray intensity with lime cons­
tant exceeding 24 hours. These will p.oducc distortions which will be 
termed as "Curvature effects .
Bhort-term (hours-to-hour) fluctuations of a world-wide nature in the 
cosmic ray intensity. These will bo termed as "Short-term effects .
The contribution of "Curvature effects" to the daily variation can be i^ sti- 
matod if the pattern of the intensity change is known. Consider, lor examiile, 
the patterns A and B shown in Fig. 4, which represent linear gradient schangmg 
signs abruptly. In Fig. 4, pattern A corresponds to a constant gradient of
(ii)
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fU .l% /lir. for 18 tiucceBsive bi-hourly valuen, followed by a sudden change to a 
constant gradient of ~0.1%/lu\ for the next 18 bi-liourly values. This pattern 
corresponds to a ciiange of about 2.4% ])cr day which is not uncoininon for cosmic 
jay neutron intensity at high latitudes. Pattern B (corresponds to a form exactly 
opposite to pattern A.
MIDDLE DAY
Fig. 4, Sample ]>atterns ol' sudden changes in the linear gradients of eosmii; ray intensity.
If the point of inflection is assunuHl to coincide with 12 noon (L.T) for the 
juiddic day and the data are treated by method C and the bi-hourly percent devia­
tions harmonkcally analysed, the amplitudes and time of maxima c»f the first and 
second harniouics for the middle day arc as given in Taldc fJ.
TABLE II
Int harmonic
Amp.
Pttttorii A 
l^attorn B
0.1M%
0.24%
Time of max.
ISO"
0“
2nd harmonic
Amp. Time <d*max.
0.08%
0.08%
o"
It will be seen t hat ainpliludes of the order of 1/4% can arise due to ‘ 'Curva­
ture (d‘fects“ oji individual days, if the day imdudes the inflection point. For 
other days, as also for averages over groups of days, the coutribution duo to 
‘ Curvatimj effects”  will be negligible.
As regards the contribution of ‘Short-term effeets” to daily variation, it is 
difficult to investigate pattoriis as there are innumerable ways in which individual 
bi-hourly values can bo affected by Avorld-wido short-term fluctuations of iso­
tropic cosmic ray intensity. From the data from a single station it is impossible 
to estimate the contribution of such changes to individual bi-hourly values.
V. AN  E F F E C T I V E  M E T I l o i J  o k  K .S T r M A T I X (i THK
W  O  E  L  - n - \V 1 D  E  S  H  O  K  T  - T E M M  ( II A  E  ( !  E  S  O  V
<'O S .\ nc  K A V  I N T E N S I T Y
As seen in previous sei t^iou. data from a singl(> station a.v inadetpiatc lo 
separate out the genuine ciaily variation of cosmi,- ray intensity fr<.m i(s ex])eri- 
niontally obtained form distorted by jiossible "Short-term ami (iurvalure effeets” .' 
For long-term averages, sneh effeets are expected to even out. but f„r averages 
over only a few days, there is a possibility of distortions, rufortunatelv, it is 
not possible to estimate their magnitude fro^ the data of a single station.
A little consideration shows, however, that there is a possibility of such an 
(‘stimatc if data from more than one station fc,re utilised. This is already pointed 
out by Sekido f t  a t. (Ib.Oi). Referring back'to E<p (I), let us assume that eo.smie 
ray data are available for a number of stations whic-h are at the same geomagnetic 
latitude and are at eipially s])aeed longitudes all round the glolu*. T’hen, the 
eosmie ray intensity J '„ { t )  at the k -ih  station at tinx' (I) would be given by
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t'liU ) -  1(1) sin \ii{t 1 1 (j)„\ C2)
whore r„ and represent the am])litude and phase of the «lh harmonic for a 
station of longitude zero {^ '/„ 0 ) and i//^  is the longitude of the X-th station.
II values of (//j for siieet-ssive stations differ by a constant (|uantit_\ :h>t»///(, ahere 
»i is the number of stations, then
- (^ ' I) m .. (•■«)
and
^  r„ sin [ u  {
*-i
:{<it){X--
m
I) } -i <l>n ] ... (4)
for n fim , Nvht^ ro Ji is a positive
provided that the amplitudes and phases 96,1 remain constant for more Ilian 24 
hours. Thus, if we concentrate our attention only on the first harmonic! n I), 
even two stations (w —- 2) sejiarated hy - ISO will ensure that K<(. (4)
is satisfieil. To eliminate the second harmonic also (w, 2 ), we will need 3
stations, 120"' apart in longitude. If data from 3 such stations are available, 
then the average o f the percent cosmic ray values at the 3 pla(H‘s for the 
universal time (/) will be devoid o f the fiist or secojid harmonic of genuine daily 
variation.
It is obvious, therefore, that if the world-wide bi-hourly ])ercejit mean intensity 
obtained by adding the percent values at the sann* T.T, of 3 stations at roughly 
the same geomagnetic latitude and spaced 1 2 0  apart in geogra|)hic longitude
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is subjected to an analysis of daily variation by method C, one would get an idea 
of the characteristics of the apparent daily variation introduced due to short-term 
and curvature effects of the world-wide isotropic intensity changes. With this 
view, data obtained during I.O.Y. were examined to select out suitable groups 
of stations. A study of the geographical distribution of neutron monitor stations 
shows that there is a preponderance of stations in the European and American 
longitudes but a marked scarcity in the Far East. The following factors have 
also to be kept in mind :
(a) The stations should be at roughly the same ge(miagneti(‘ latitude to 
fuisure similar cut-off energies.
(b) They should have similar energy responses related to the altitude.
(c) They shoidd have been corrected for baiometric effect by the same 
pressure coefficients (say, O.72j:_0.02%/m/>. Hg.).
(d) Data for each of them should be fairly continuous for about 12 months 
to give a large nuinl^er of common days.
(c) The counting rate at each station should be fairly high (bi-hourly 
standard error about O.o%).
(f) Tln\v should be 1201_10' apart in geographic longitude.
It was foujid that the following statiojis could be utilised for analysis:
(1) Lincoln or (hiiiax m Americas.
(2) Gottingen or WeisKsenau and some others in Europe.
(3) Yakutsk in the Far East.
From the point of vie>\ of spacing in geographical longitiide, Climax, Gottin- 
g(Ui and Yakutsk is a very convenient group. Since^  Climax is a high altitude 
station, Lincoln, Gottingen and Yakutsk is perhaps a more a])propriatc choice. 
Table 111 gives the details about the geographical locations and energy 
responses etc. for the 4 stations,
TABLE 111
Station Geomag.
latitude
Googiaphical
longitude
Altitude
(meters)
Cut-off
energy
(BoV)
Mean Fonger 
energy 
response 
(BeV)
Climtix 106'^ W 3400 3.0 9.7
Liuoolu o r 350 2.0 12.1
Gottingen 62^ 10 E 273 2.4 12.1
Yakutsk 5 r 129"E 105 2.2 12.1
The bi-hourly values for Climax, Lincoln, Gottihgeii and Yakutsk were 
obtained from the Japanese publicatioji ■(\)smic Ray Intensity during the
l.G .Y.—No. 1-2". Values for the same bi-hourly (G.M.T.) intervals were added 
to yield bi-hourly values of W and W  series defined as follows
IT =  (Climax-f Gottingen 1-Yakutsk)
W' \ (LincoIn+GottingenYakutsk)
Tf the pattern of daily variation remains constant for more than 24 hours, the 
bi-hourly values of W or W  would l>e devoid of the 1st. 2nd, 4th and 5th har­
monies. The 3rd and 6th harmonies will be I'etained.
The bi-hourly values of W and IT' wereireated by method V and the percent 
bi-hourly deviations obtahied for the 12 siiceeHsive bi-hourly intervals centered 
at 01, 03...23hr. G.M.T. were considered as afiU.T. apparent daily variation* which 
would give a measure of the distortioji invciilved on any particular date. Except 
for the fact that the 3rd and 6th harmoni(*s are still retained in IT or IT' and that 
some discrepancies would (*reep in, if the g^uine daily variation is of a transient 
type (this is discussed further in Sec. VII), the eliaracteristies of the daily variation 
exhibited by W or W' would give an estimati  ^ of the "Curvature and Slmrt-torm 
effects” that vitiate the gejiuine <laily voiriatio]i. In tin* Jiext section, results 
obtained for the 12 month period July 1057--June 105S aie described.
VI. 0 H A R  A C T  K R I  S T r (\S OV T H K  A P P A R E N T  T) A I h V 
V A R T A T T O N  D U E  TO “ OUR V A T U  RE  A NU 
S H () R T - T E R I\r E F F E C T S '
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(1) Variancp of daily variation :
A useful criterion for studying tJie magnit\ide of daily variation is tlu‘ 
variance which we define as
F - S
X
where (SIsc) in the percent deviation from tlie day’s mean for the hi-hour 
.r. F is a gross measure (^ f the daily v^ariation on any particular day 
without any reference to the phase of the daily variation, and apart frf)m 
the contribution duo to random statistical fluctuaiions, is a good measure 
of the average disturbance.
Variances have been calculated for the world-wide isotropic neutron 
intensities TF and TF' as also for the neutron intensities at Climax, 
Gottingen, Lincobi and Yakutsk. The frequency distributions of 
F for the period July 1957 to June 1958 are shown in Fig. 5. It will be 
seen that the variance of the apparent daily variation of TF or TF' is not 
negligible and there is an indication that a portion of the daily varia-
♦ Recently, Parsons (year?) has attempted to estimate the U.T. contribution to the 
monthly average daily variation curves for the experimental data of several high latitude 
neutron monitor stations.
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lion, obwerved on individual days is attributable to curvature and 
short-term effects.
'*>. Fro(|iioiu*y (iist rifuitiouK of vuritinooH Cur If Ml", ( ’ l i m H X  (f')» Liiioolu (/>). (lottingon 
(f/) and Ynknlsk ( Y ) .
(2) AmplitKf/f,H and tin as o f  niarhna o f  daily rariatioa  :
A couvcnieiil way of studyiiij^ tiie daily variation vector is to resolve 
the 12 bi-hourly values into the first and second harmonics by the usual 
methods of Fourier ajialysis. This can l>e done either for individual 
(lays oi‘ for averages over a number of days. Ft would be interesting to 
see how much of the daily variation on individual days is contributetl 
by short-term and curvature effects. To study this, the percentage 
l»i-hourly deviations for the intensity W and H ', treated by method 
wen* harmonically analysed for every day foi* which full data were 
available during July 1057 to June 105S. Fig. (i shows the fre(|ueney 
distributions for fj, r.,, <f>^ and i*c., the amplitudes and times of maxima 
of the first and secf)nd harmonics. For comparison, similar distributions 
for neutron bitensity at (limax, Lim oln, (iottingen and Yakutsk for tlie 
same ]>eriod, are shown. It will be noticed that the amplitudes and 
/•.2 for H' and IV' are not negligible compared to those for C l^imax, etc. 
This confirms our earlier conclusion drawn from the variance distribution 
that the daily variatioji on individual days is partly due to short-term 
and curvature effects as depicted by W and W\ Ft must be empliasised 
here tbat these apparent amplitudes cannot be attributed to random 
statistical fluctuations. From the known bi-hourly counting rates at 
the various stations, the Poisson standard errors of the amplitudes on 
individual days can ht^  calculated. The 2(7 levels are indicated in 
Fig. 6 by vertical dotted'lines in the a-j. frequency distributions. It 
will also be observed that the distribution of the times of maxima for W 
and W' shows, as expected, no preference for any particular hours,
while for Climax, etc., directions near lot*al noon an* favoured most for 
the harmonic.
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F i'K* F r e q u e n c y  dislributiojiH  fo r  tlie amplitu(JoR (ri ,  r>j) and tim es o f m axim a ^ 2)
the first and second harmotiics lor W', IF', ( ‘Umax, J.iiuct>iii, (lottingon mid 'Haknt«U. 
Vertical dotted lines in r,, ro distributions an* 2cr limits.
(3) Monthly mean daily ranation  :
It will be intereHtin^ to (jwliniatt* tin* eontribution of tin* a])])tirent daily 
variation when averages over grou])s of days are eonsiflered. Table IV 
gives the amplitudes and the times of maxima of the 1st and 2nd har­
monics of the monthly average daily variations for W. W  and Climax 
for July 1957 to June 1958. It will be seen that the itionthly averages 
for W and W* are not negligible. The amplitudes for W and W  are 
about Jrd o f those for Climax for indivhlual mouths but less than 1/5 th 
' for the yearly averages. It is (*lear, therefore, that the apparent daily 
variation depicted by W and IT' progressively reduces in amplitude
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S3
H
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(4)
when averageH over large periods (about an year) are obtained. For 
smaller periods, considerable distortions can occur.
Contribution of the apparent daily variation to averatjps over t jr o u p fi  of 
days selected on physical criteria :
For studying solar and geomagnetic relatiojiships of’ the daily varia­
tion, the usual procedure is to select groups of days according to 
certain criteria and evaluate the average daily variations. For example, 
one could compare average daily variations on Jiiaguctically disturbed 
and quiet days. One could atteHipt to find (Murelated (‘hanges between 
daily variation and daily mean intensity and so oJi. Several workers 
have reported results of these types in the past.
It must be noted, however, that in some of these criteria the days 
selected are such that they ari associated with large gradients an<l 
curvatures of cosmic* ray intensity. For these, the apparent daily 
v^ariatiou due to curvature acid short-term effects is ex])cctc<l to be large*.
A preliminary analysis conducted by us for groups of days sclc'ctcd 
oil the usual geomagnetic criteria has indicated that many of the* 
characteristics reported for daily variation for days conforming to such 
criteria arc shown to some extent by the apparent daily variation also. 
This does not exclude the ])OHsibility that such characteristics will In* 
depicted by genuine daily variation. It needs to be confirmed, howevei*, 
that such characteristics are still shown when tin* obscrve<l daily varia­
tion is correeded for effects dm* to the apparent daily variation.
It must be pointed out here that the estimates o f the a]>paront daily 
variation due to short-term and curvature effects as given above arc 
only for middle latitmh*. Jieutron moiLitor intensities, 'fhe effects an 
I'oiiglxjy proportional to tlie range of fiuctuations o f cosmic ray inleiisity 
Since the daily mean intensities of neutron component and meson com 
ponent at ccpiator slion fiuctuations about  ^ and i  <<> i  res])ectiv**l\ 
o f the mean intensity fluctuations o f neutron intensity at middle lati 
tudes, it would seem that the distortions due to a])parent daily varia 
tion would be lesser in the above })ropcu*tioiis for ecpiatorial neutron 
and mesons. This will certainly be true for curvature effects which ar 
o f periodicities greater than 2d hours. Foi* sliort-term fluctuafions 
it reejuires to be checked whether hour-to-hour changes of worJd-A i^d 
isotropic intensities have also the sann* lafitude dependence as fluotua 
tions o f dail.y mean intensity.
M K T H O 1) O K « T U D V 1 N (J T H K U K N t  1 N E 1) A f h Y 
V A R I A T I O N  OF O S M I C K A V  I N T E N S I T Y
It is clear from the above discussion that the daily variation of cosmic ray 
intensitv can be in error when studied for short xicriods from the data of only one
VU.
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.station. The le.siilts will he distorted due to the presence of an apparent daily 
vaiiation due to world-wide Hinduations of isotropic int-ensity. The magnitude 
of th<^  latter can he estimated hy eomhiaing data from three or more stations at 
roughly the same geomagnetic latitude and equally spaced hi geographical lougi- 
1 lidos. On the other hand, to eliminate the contribution of the apparent daily 
variation and to study the genuine daily variation of cosmic ray intensity, it  ^
would he iie<‘essary to subtract the woi ld-wide intensity fluctuations from the origi­
nal data of any f»uc station. To give a specific example, we have, in the present 
eommimieatioii, combined the data from the stations (lirnax (Tottingeil and 
Yakutsk lor similar hi-hourly intervals (U.T.) to obtain the series One could 
now subtract the hi-hourly values of II" from the hi-hourly values of (Mimax,
( lottingen or Yakutsk for the same U.T. and obtain series of hi-hourly values 
which, ulien considered according to the local time of the particular .station 
wouhlgivc the basic \2 hi-liourly values for .study of the daily variation. To 
imfirove the statistics, one could superim])o.se the local time hi-hourly values of 
the three stations. On the other hand, since the daily variation may he of a 
tran.si(‘iit nature, one may prefer to study the data obtained for the three* stations 
individually and oh.serve the S hourly (‘hanges in the nature of the daily 
variation. Such an analysis may prove* very fruitful for stmlying the infliienice of
S.(\ storms as well as solar flare*s which are comparatively of short duration.
It is necessary. how(*ver. to discuss at this stage the meiits and demerits of 
this method for all aspects of the study e>f daily variation. The nee*e\ssity eif 
adopting the p!‘e*se*nt methoel ari.se*s from the existence of short-term and lenig- 
te*rm world-wide change's in the me*an le‘vel of isotropic cosmie* ray intensity. Alse>. 
its su(M*ess de])enels upon its ability to eliminate the.se ehange.s without e*liminating 
a genuine daily variation. This is adiiewevl if the gemuine daily variation is of a 
eonstaiil ])atteni. In pra(*tice, iiowe*ver. one* is likely te> ene-ouiiter complex 
patterns of daily variation. It is necessary to study in detail the variems types 
ot effects that one may oh.serve in daily data. Since the basic elata are averageel 
over a hi-hourly interval, we will consider hi-hourly pereeni de.viations as oin* 
basic unit. Samples of variems ea,ses are illustrated in Fig. 7, where G and Y 
re*pre'.sen1 hi-hourly values at (Mimux, Gottingen and Yakutsk res])e?ctively, for 
the same* T.T. indicated on abscissa, and IT represents the average given hy
W I \ n
(i) (^limax, Gottingen anel \'akutsk all show* a positive (or negative)
l)i-lio\irly deviation of the same magnitude at a particular hi-hourly 
interval. Then IF will al.se> show' a similar deviation at the same hour. 
This is illustratol in Fig. 7(i) and is a true world-wide effeet with magni­
tudes ivmaiiiing the sam e for G, G, Y , as also for W ,
(ii) Climax shows a bi-houiiy cioviatioii at a particular hour aiul
Gottingeu and Yakutsk show the same deviatiou b»it H and 16 liours
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7. Sample patttjms of bi-hourly dt'vxationK for tllmuix (f')» (Joidiigx’U (O), ^xikiiisk 
(F) and their average (H').
later respectively. This is a gi'iiuiJic L.T. dttily variation oftect. 11 
is illustrated in Fig. 7 (ii) and its effect on H' will lie to prodiu^e three 
humps S hours apart and l/3rd in size. If harmonically analysed, the 
ir curve for sucli a day will show an ahsonce of 1st, 2nd, 4th and iith 
harmonic. The !lrd and 6th harmoniits uill lie jiresent.
(iii) Climax shows a hi-hourly deviation at a jiarticular hour 1 .1 . 
hut Gottingen and Yakutsk do not show any effect at this hour or S 
and 16 hours later. This is an impact /.one type effect where Climax 
was in a location suitable for observing the effect but Gotthigen and
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Yakutsk were not. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 (iii) and produces a 
deviation in W of magnitude about l/3rd of that at Climax. This 
could as well occur at Gottingen or Yakutsk and in each case, W curve 
will be biased towards that station.
It should also be noted that for individual bi-hourjy values, such aji 
impact zone effect cannot be distinguished from high positive or nega­
tive deviations occurring at different stations at certain hours due to 
iuslrunientai troubles unless data from stations in about the same 
geographical region and altitude are available for comparison.
(iv) Climax shows a bi-hourly deviation at a particular hour U.T. and Gottin­
gen and Yakutsk shov\ reduced or negligible amplitudes S and 10 
liours later. This is a genuine daily variation, the amplitude of which 
is changing ra]>idly, durijig the course of a few hours [Fig. 7 (iv)J. In 
this case, tlie various harmonicas will not cancel out in the average curve 
ir. Ill fact. W will shovN^  roughly the same tyja* of variation as in (iii) 
above.
(v) (Climax shows a bi-hourly deviation at a})arlicular hoin* U.T. and Got­
tingen and Yakutsk show th(‘ saim^  amplitudes but not S and lb hours 
lat(U’, Imt somewhat earlier [Fig. 7(v)J. This is a case where a genuine  ^
daily variation is cMUistant in amplitude but has a chuujlwj
Here again, the daily variation Avill not cancel out in IT but will 
leave a residual variation of about I/3rd amjilitudc. in extreme cases 
wliere phase shifts are very large, the effect in \V could be compar­
able in magnitude* to that at (Minuix or Gottingen or Yakutsk,
(vi) One* could imagiju* ('asc*s wh<n*e both the amplitude's and }>hases ciiangc‘ 
ra]>idly in the course of a fenv hemrs as in Fig. 7(vi). Hc're again the 
maximum amplitude in If would be lesser tlian the maximum distur­
bance among the three stations.
If now an attcuiipt is made* to study thci gcJiuinc daily variation by sub­
tracting ir curve from the ( \ ii and V curves ajid considering (G - IT), (G- lb) 
and (T —If) as re])resentative of the yeuuinf' daily variations for (Mimax, Gottin­
gen and Yakutsk res])ectively, tlie following will happen :
(i) The genuine daily variation so obtained w ill be completely free from any 
distortion effects due to world-wnif changes of cosmic ray intensity. 
This will b(‘ true for individual bi-hourly values and hence for all the 
harmonics of a daily variation.
(ii) If the rlaily variatioJi is constant in am]>litude and jdiase for more than 
24 h<»urs, this method will give correct results for the 1st, 2nd, 4th and 
nth hannonies. The 3rd and btji harmonics will, however, be jiiissing. 
For individual bi-hourly deviations, this method will show such devia­
tions reduced to about 2/3rd of their original values.
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(iii) It the geiiuiue d&ity variatiun is oi a rapidly rhaiigiug ]jatlc‘rii, tin* 
effect of the present method will be again 1o redure the amplitudes 
to about 2/3rd of their original values. This vill i*oughly Ix^  true 
for bi-hourly deviations as also for the various harmonies. In th<‘ eUvse 
of the latter, distortions in phases would also l)e expected.
(iv) All abnormalities like im]>act zone effects oi’ bidioiirly deviations dm' 
to faulty data will be reduced to about 2/3rd of their original values.
Therefore, while taking a decision to whether one should study daily 
variation of cosmic ray intensity by the p^seut method or by tin* usual method 
C adopted for individual stations, one h«^ to ehoose l)etv\een two alternatives 
vi/., to eliminate world-wide short -time fttietnat ions of eosmie ray intejisity but 
in this process to reduce the am])Htudes off tin* nrpidly chamjiny porfitrn of daily 
variation to about 2/3rd of its original aniplitude or, to retain fully all gimuine 
daily variation but allow distortions due to world-wide* short t<*rm llm'tuations 
of isot-ropie intensity. Such a decision would largely de])eiid upon the relative*, 
magnitudes of the genuine daily variation and tin* apparejit daily variatie>n 
produced by short-term world-wide huctuatiems. h woulel be wm-thwbile get­
ting an estimate as to how often world-wide short term fliietuatienis e)C(ur 
in a given data. For this purpose the data fe>r W as deseribeel in the* pr(‘se*iit 
paper were considered as follow s^:
Since the Pehsson bi-hourly standard errors of (lirnax, Gottiiige^n, Yakutsk 
and W are 0.12%, 0.41 f).5f)% and 0.24% respectively, amplitudes of about
0.3% and 0.ri% or ?nore, are signitieaut on a 2rr level (95% surety) for tlifiiax 
and W respea-tively, but not for (iottingeii and Vakutsk. However. sine<* the 
standard error of Gottin^ gen plm YakuU^ k is about 0.09%, a valm* ol 1.4% or mon* 
for this aum would be signifi(*aiit on a Her level. Hence, dfiys were sele c^ted on 
which at least one hi-hourly deviation for W exc^eedod 0.5% niimeri<ially. Such 
days were termed as disturbed days. Now, W is related to ( l^iinax, Gottingen 
and Yakutsk as
Y).
Therefore, it was further examined whether a partieidar large fn-hoinly 
deviation of W was largely due to (Climax) or due to Gottingen and/or 
Yakutsk or due to all the three. The following categories were obtained :
Category (a):
(W due to world-wide 
isotropic change.)
Category (b) ;
{W attributable to 
Climax only)
Category (c) :
(W due to Gottingen 
and/or Yakutsk only)
For positive W values,
(i) TF>+0.6%
(ii) O>4  0.3%
(iii) (3TT-C)>41.4%
For positive W values.
(i) Tr>+0.6%
(ii) C >+0 .3%
(iii) (3T F -0)<41.4%  
For positive W values,
(i) TF> 4-0.6%
(ii) C < 4-0.3%
For negative W values,
(i)
(ii) C<-~0.3%
(iii) m - 0 ) < - \ A %  
For positive W values,
(i) TF<~0.6%
(ii) C < ~ 0 .3%
(iii) (3 ir -C )> -1 .4 %
For negative W values,
(i) lF<~-0.6%
(ii) r7>~0.3%
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On actually sejiaratinj^ out the experimental data by the above criteria, tb* 
following statistics were obtained:
Total No. of days for which data >vere available ... ... HlS
Total No. of days on which not a single bi-hourly for W exceeded 0.5% 
numerically (Quiet days) ... ... iW
No. of disturbed days ... ... ... 257
No. of days of Oategory (a) (H' world-wide) ... ... 121
No. of days of (Category (b) (W  Climax-dominated) ... 94
No of days of Category (c) (IF dominated by (Tottiugeii or Yakutsk) 17S 
It is obvious, however, that many days are common to the three categories 
(a), (b) and (c). A further breakdown was therefore attempted and yielded the 
following results :
Total No. of disturbed days. ... ... ... ... 257
Category A Days on which one or more bi-lioiirly deviations of W 
were due to all the three stations (exclusive  ^ world­
wide effect) ... ... ... ... Jhi
Category H : Days on whicli one or more bi-hourly deviations of H'
(*ould be attributed to (limax pjcdusively.,.. ... 2S
(Category (■ : Days on which one or more bi-hourly deviation of IF
could be attributed exclusively to (xottingen and/or 
Yakutsk. ... ... ... ... SO
(Category D : Days on which some bi-hourly deviations were due to 
(Climax and some due to world-wide effect, (a) f  (b) 
(category. ... ... ... ... 12
(•ategory K ; Days on whic.h some bi-hourly deviations were due 
to (' l^imax and some due to (xottingen and/or Yakutsk. 
(b)4(o) category. ... ... ... ... 28
Category F : Days on which some bi-hourly deviations were duo t-o 
world-wide effect and some due to Gottingen and/oi* 
Yakutsk, (a)4(c) category. ... ... ... 44
(Category : Days on wdiich some bi-hourly deviotions were due to 
Climax, some due to world-wide effect aiid'Bonie due 
to Gottingen and/or Yakutsk, (a))4 (b) 1(c) category. 26
Total (A j .......G) 257
It seems, therefore, that almost all types of variations are present in the data 
ill various degrees. Thus, categories B, C and E are solely due to fluctuations at 
Climax, or Gottingen or Yakutsk. Due to lack of statistical accuracy, it is 
impossible to judge which of these are due to genuine daily variation of constant 
patteftn and which are due to genuine daily variation of rapidly changing pattern. 
Also, all impact zone effects as well as abnormal fluctuations due to faulty data
would be ineluderl here! (^ategory A represents days vxvhiaioejy of the world­
wide type while categories T). F and (J are of a world-wide us well as individual 
type, category G having th(‘ utmost disturbance.
The effect of each one of these (‘ategories on t in* i*<‘sulls (d' daily variaticm 
studied by tlie present metluxl is already discussed above. It would be interest- 
ing to see what is the contribution of tliese to the amplitudes of the first har- 
mouic of daily variation of IF. Since* fnftqueucy distribution for a few days would 
not be very meaningful nor are the categories completely unambiguous, the 
various categories referred to above were gmu])ed as follows :
Group 1 ...Category B, C, E ... Days Itlfi
Grou]> 2...(Jategory A, 1>, F, C ... t)ays 121
Fig. S shows the frequency distribution of / tin* first harmonic of tin* daily 
variation of W for the two groups. Tt will be seen tliat the amplitudes of («roup 
1 which contains effects on Tf'of I.I.T. variations at all the three stations as also 
impact zone and faulty data effects, are ('(mfined to lower magnitudes than the 
aiuplitudes of Groii]) 2 which represents w'orld-wide fluctuations.
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>10
Fig. 8. Frequency distribution of the amplitude of first harmonic (ri) of W for Groups 1 
and 2.
Tt would seem, therefore, that on almost half the numlxu* of disturbed days 
(121 in 257), the large values of W are either fully or partly due to world-wide 
effects which can produce apparent amplitudes as large as 0.5% tor the first har­
monic of daily variation. It would hardly be necossary to emphasise the necessity 
of correcting for this effect by subtracting W from the individual stations. On the 
other hand, such a procedure w’ould reduce the amplitudes of th(^  changing type 
of daily variatkm for 21S days (Categories B, V, D ,E, F, G) to about 2/ITrd of 
their original values. For many of these days, the amplitudes w ill be due to ins­
trumental faults, because as shown in an earlier publication (Kane, 1960), many 
of the I.G.Y. neutron monitor stations have discrepancies of the order o f 1 2%
in their bi-hourly values. Also, there will be no reduction in amplitude or
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(Ustortioris  o f  pluwe f o r  tho 1st. 2nd, r>th hiuJ tUli harmonics if tlie ^^ erniine daily 
variation iias not changed its ])attern radically fluring the course of a day. The 
reduction will f)c f>nly tor gemiine daily variation patterns which change rapidly 
within a few hours. Due to statisti<‘al uncertainties, it is impossible to estimate 
the number of flays oji wiiif-h only such patterns existed.
The choi(‘e is, therefore, between allowing apparent daily variations of ampli­
tudes as high as O.o^o distort the genuine daily variation or to eliminate the 
appanuit variation and in this ]>rocess, redu(‘e the amplitudes of genuine daily 
variations of lapidiy ehanging patterns to about 2/3rd their original value. Tlie 
])reseul author fe(‘ls that t he latter would be the lesser evil. The reduction effect
givfui bv ( I - ) wIhui m Number of stations could be greatlv minimised
\ mf
if data from mort^  than three stations etpially spaced in geographic longitude and 
(*oufiu(»(l to I’onghly the same g(»omagnetic latitude were available for analysis. 
1 hdbrtiinatf^ly, in the grid of neutron monitor stations, it is difficult to pi<*k
out (*\ cn grou])s of three C(|ually s])aced stations. The best one can do is to concen­
trate on grou])s lik<* Climax (or JJneolu), (iottingoii, Yakutsk and to study the 
daily variation after subtracting from each <me of tliese tlie corresponding IT 
curve. Work in this direct ion is in progress.
VIII. CM') N C L TJ S T O N
The results of the present analysis may be snmmaiised as follows :
(1) FCx(‘ept for stiidying averages over very long periods (about an year), 
it is jieeessary to apply corrections for the slope, cui'vature and short 
term eff(*(‘ts due to world-wide fluctuations of mean cosmic ray inten­
sity.
(2 ) The slope effects can be effectively (corrected for by assuming linear 
('hauges as doiu  ^ in method or method V. The (*urvature effects 
are diffioult to correct but are fortunately of a small magnitude ( ~ 0.2 %). 
llie  short-term vvorld-wdde effects are the most important ones, on 
oecasif)iis, as large as 0.5% for neutrons at middle latitudes, and cannot 
be corrected for unless data from stations in the same geomagnetic 
latitude belt and equally spaced in geographic longitude are available.
(H) For studying only the first harmonic of daily variation, two stations 
ISO® apart are adequate. If, however, higher harmonics are to be 
considered, the number of stations should be at least three. In view' 
of the several complicated patterns of daily variation which are known 
to exist, the larger the number of stations, the better. Unfortunately, 
the present distribution of neutron monitor stations in the world is not 
(juite adequate for this purpose, Attention is drawm. of active workers
in this field to the gaps in the l<jiigitii(linal distiihution ot ci)sniie ra>' 
recording instruments.
(4) An analysis of data from (limax. (.Jottiiigeii and Yakutsk indicates 
that the (turve W  o})tained as an average of these three, exhil)its an 
apparent daily variation having sonn* charatteristics similar to thost‘ 
reported as belonging to the genuine daily variation of cosmic ray 
intensity. It seems necessary to corre(*1 for th(‘ a])])anuit daily varia-# 
tion produced du<‘ to world-wide fluctuations of isotiopic cosmic ray 
intensity.
(5 ) 1’ lie magnitude' of tiu' distortions is dirently |)ro])ortional to llie* tliu - 
tiiations of isotropic intensity. Fluctuations ot daily nunin intensity 
are roughly in the proportioei I tor tM|iiatorial and high latitude' 
neutron intensities. 1’liert‘foi(', distortiems due to slo}>e and curviiture' 
effects would be alxmt half at equatorial slatkms. Foi* mesoJi intensity 
the effects wouhl bt^  still U‘ss, It is Jiot known, ho^ '^evl‘r, A\lH*tlu*i 
the short-term (hour-to-hour) lluctmitioiis have' the same' latitude 
de])eneleJice' as tiu' daily me'an iutensitie's. d^ his lU'cels turthcr sciutiux.
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